ROTC federal inspection to be held next Monday

Cadets will be selected for advanced course; Drill team to participate in contest at UCLA

A full-dress parade by the Caltech AFROTC unit will be held Monday, according to Lieutenant Colonel Arthur Small, AFROTC director. The parade will be led by a party of officers from Air Force headquarters in Montgomery, Ala. The cadets, headed by the ROTC color guard, will parade from the corner of Oak Knoll and Vista Avenue, 8 a.m. Monday, to the UCL Arena for the inspection. The public is invited to attend and the inspection will be held at 1 p.m. Monday in the UCL Arena.

UCLA competition

Two of the four squadrons of the 230-man Caltech unit will also drill May 12 in the UCL Arena. The contest will be held to select units which will compete in a drill contest with other Southern California ROTC units. The two cadet teams will compete for the “Little T,” a trophy presented by the Caltech Orations Club, which will be awarded to the winning team.

Advanced course

Col. Small also announced the Caltech AFROTC has received a cadet to the advanced ROTC program from the University of Southern California. Sophomore Air Science Two students will be allowed to join Col. Small’s unit, and the cadet will be enrolled in the junior class. In addition, 16 cadets have asked for flight training. They will be advanced through the ROTC program.

Corine Calvert to present Congress peace awards

Personally presenting awards to the winning contestants will be Corine Calvert, whose appearance at the awards ceremony is sponsored by the courtesy of Paramount Studios.

Meantime, Tech undergraduates are busy whispering their orations into final shape for the contest. It was announced Monday that the first place award will go to any qualified student, and that $25 will be paid to any student who submits a successful petition for deferment as a student who wishes to take the test.

Selective Service test Thurs., May 21

Applications for the May 21 Selective Service College Qualifications Test must be submitted to the Educational Testing Service, Princeton, New Jersey, not later than midnight May 11. It was announced by General L. B. Hershaw that tests will be available at the UCL Company and by Ingrid Cessna of the Tech Service League. The test will be open to any qualified student who wishes to take it. Those who choose to apply for deferment are encouraged to sign up for the test, but must sign up for the test before midnight May 11.

To be eligible for this test an applicant must: (1) be a Selective Service registrant; (2) request deferment under the selective service act; and (3) pass all parts of the test. The test consists of three parts: (1) an introductory test, (2) a mental ability test, and (3) a physical ability test.

Emergency physician

Dr. Tony Smith has announced that a medical emergency attendance physician will be on hand from Monday through Friday. The physician will be available for the benefit of all Tech students and faculty.

State scholarships here Saturday

This Saturday afternoon 750 high school honor students will visit the Nettleton campus and participate in thirty different demonstrations put on by various departments. Each visitor, however, will only see six exhibits in the one and a half hour tour that he takes. Thirty-five first year students will serve as guides to the high school students. Each first year student will be paired with a high school student and will direct him, much to his charge for the advertisements, and the arrangements for the technical shows and advertisements in the flashed project.

Need Car

The editor must be prepared to spend a large part of his summer vacation in preparing the magazine for next year. The editor has complete control over the budget, the fees, the advertising, and the arrange-ment for all business policy concerning advertisements, and he is responsible for the advertising. The editor is responsible for the advertising.

Garden party Sunday, May 17

Dabney Hall gardens will be the scene of the annual Junior-Senior Garden Party to be held Sunday, May 17, from 2:30 to 5 p.m. The Garden Party is arranged by members of the CalTech Service League. Flowers, lawn umbrellas and Chinese lanterns will provide the color scheme.

Food

Butlers are to serve canapes, punch and hors d’oeuvres at the affair, to which Tech upperclassmen, dates and faculty guests are invited. Verene Rowe’s orches-}

Preregistration

May 18 to May 22

ATC Lost Weekend
draws many Techmen

The girls came. Dozens of them streamed into the intramural tennis courts on Saturday, the faces of drooling males leer- ing at them from the doorways. There, they gathered, each dressed in their own rooms, and through the automobile traffic of Friday afternoon. The ASCY Lost Weekend, fore-}
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Tanks Bob

This is the Week 1 of Year 1, A.L.W. (After Lost Weekend), So tremendous was the event that we almost could base our chronologizing number system on it. A great number of us feel it was the best time of our life.

The whole thing was great; both bands were good, all arrangements came off without a hitch, and even Old Man Weather came through for us.

I would at this time, on behalf of those who participated in the events of the Last Weekend, like to show our sincere gratitude to Bob Prokop and all of those who helped him in presenting the first annual Lost Weekend. Thanks again, Bob at all.

John Lansing

We all read

Your eyeballs may roll and your heart goes pitter-patter, "Did I make it? Am I doing this right?" No, we aren't describing a politician winning election returns, or a graduate student getting the word after passing his course, just you--reading Brewins.

We hear every kind of criticism of Brewins from "Why didn't you cover the latest news this week?" to "it's childish but interesting from a clinical point of view." We hope that it is cleverly written, and even more, the writers, complain. We are often short of space and time, and for this reason it is sometimes necessary to cut a house from Brewins. Our apologies, but this ruthless cutting must continue for mechanical reasons.

Dear Brewins:

Is nothing out of bounds to a Tech man? Granted that the "Live Wire" has received publicity in all the campus powder rooms, but HOW does The Book know that? Is it one of Tech's notoriously poor spellers who has been wandering into restricted territory under the assumption that "Ickleys" is spelled with only one "l"? Or is this just an uncontrollable boldness? The more timid secretaries can now be seen trudging to the Standard Station on Lake Avenue rather than risk an encounter with this unscrupulous character. Since we expect no mercy when discussing mathematics or philosophy, a thaw would appear upon mention of the words "Mathfics" or "Economy Run" that the merest whiff of "Chevrolet" caused in all our national seismographs. When discussing mathematics or philosophy, a thaw would appear upon mention of the words "Mathfics" or "Economy Run" that the merest whiff of "Chevrolet" caused in all our national seismographs.

A SECRETARY

The Average

John Rogers is a trim, quiet, junior-major mathematics living in Fleming House, who acts as observer on the Monday Night Sailing Club. His super normal brain is only really at home running the broad expanses of the unexplored portions of the Hilbert Space. Therefore, logically, he didn't even know that the shortest distance between two points is a straight line on the economy run. Are we great technical and scientific schools turning out a plethora of absent-minded professors? That is the question your Brewins reporter tried to answer in his exclusive interview with Mr. Rogers in Sun Valley, Idaho.

We noticed that the young boy's face was relaxed only when discussing mathematics or philosophy. A thaw would appear upon mention of the words "Mathfics" or "Economy Run" that the merest whiff of "Chevrolet" caused in all our national seismographs. So tremendous was the event that we almost could base our chronologizing number system on it. A great number of us feel it was the best time of our life.

Arrangements came off without a hitch, and even Old Man Weather came through for us.

I would at this time, on behalf of those who participated in the events of the Last Weekend, like to show our sincere gratitude to Bob Prokop and all of those who helped him in presenting the first annual Lost Weekend. Thanks again, Bob at all.

John Lansing
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Dear Brewins:

We hope that your Brewins is the best time of your life. We hope that it is written with the same spirit in which you approached the Last Weekend. We hope that you hear every kind of criticism of Brewins, from "Why didn't you cover the latest news this week?" to "it's childish but interesting from a clinical point of view." We hope that it is cleverly written, and even more, the writers, complain. We are often short of space and time, and for this reason it is sometimes necessary to cut a house from Brewins. Our apologies, but this ruthless cutting must continue for mechanical reasons.

Dear Brewins:

Is nothing out of bounds to a Tech man? Granted that the "Live Wire" has received publicity in all the campus powder rooms, but HOW does The Book know that? Is it one of Tech's notoriously poor spellers who has been wandering into restricted territory under the assumption that "Ickleys" is spelled with only one "l"? Or is this just an uncontrollable boldness? The more timid secretaries can now be seen trudging to the Standard Station on Lake Avenue rather than risk an encounter with this unscrupulous character. Since we expect no mercy when discussing mathematics or philosophy, a thaw would appear upon mention of the words "Mathfics" or "Economy Run" that the merest whiff of "Chevrolet" caused in all our national seismographs.

A SECRETARY

The Average

John Rogers is a trim, quiet, junior-major mathematics living in Fleming House, who acts as observer on the Monday Night Sailing Club. His super normal brain is only really at home running the broad expanses of the unexplored portions of the Hilbert Space. Therefore, logically, he didn't even know that the shortest distance between two points is a straight line on the economy run. Are we great technical and scientific schools turning out a plethora of absent-minded professors? That is the question your Brewins reporter tried to answer in his exclusive interview with Mr. Rogers in Sun Valley, Idaho.

We noticed that the young boy's face was relaxed only when discussing mathematics or philosophy. A thaw would appear upon mention of the words "Mathfics" or "Economy Run" that the merest whiff of "Chevrolet" caused in all our national seismographs. So tremendous was the event that we almost could base our chronologizing number system on it. A great number of us feel it was the best time of our life.

Arrangements came off without a hitch, and even Old Man Weather came through for us.

I would at this time, on behalf of those who participated in the events of the Last Weekend, like to show our sincere gratitude to Bob Prokop and all of those who helped him in presenting the first annual Lost Weekend. Thanks again, Bob at all.

John Lansing
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Keep Cool in Arrow Lightweights

Keep Cool in Arrow Lightweights

We oIl... roaming the broad expanses of the nation, you--reading Brewins, will be fatigued from the cool cat, to use a general meeting of the California Institute of Technology. 

The roving crew, after searching through the campus, would like to take this opportunity to award the Snarkoff trophy to both Mr. Darb and Mr. Wallrae for the most evidence of a congenial Friedy night.

This week's hero one-and-a-half members of the sailing team, Jerry Boyes and George Epstein for their outstanding solution to Blacker's four-house exchange problem. The new system was unveiled last night when Blacker showed up with bells on for Dalhuy's brilliant exchange with the "ICO" society.

Take a Note, Hertstein!" Hear this, OH RAG! Alert vistors for Lost Weekend immediately discovered the locations of such things as kitchenettes, powder rooms, etc., in Alleys 7, Lower Heaven, and Upper H. Strangely enough, though, Darbes were plagued with no less than three queries as to the location of the showers.

Blatz! Davy Jones' Locker will be opened at 2 A.M.

Sailing club holds general meeting by Jerry Boyes

A general meeting of the Caltech Sailing Club was held on Wednesday, May 6, Revisions to the constitution were discussed, along with the proposed sailing party, summer sailing, and the Los Angeles Yacht Club pool.

On Saturday and Sunday, April 30 and May 1, the L.A.A.C. held its annual grand opening. To honor the occasion, the Caltech Sailing Club between its members both days, with Jeff Tucker taking top honors with Fairbairn's brilliant exchange with three of the ICO society.

Your nearest camera shop

ALVIN'S PHOTO SHOP

Everything for the Photographer

PERSONALIZED PHOTO FISHING

914 East California
MUSICAL SHORTS

Now that midterms are over, I feel that a musical exam is in order. Time limit—fifteen minutes; closed book:
1) Which opera is the hench behind the American Legion Hall? Onnopresent con-

2) How many symphonies did Beethoven write?
3) What is so unusual about Brahms' 5th Symphony?
4) Who wrote the music of Marshal Cram?
5) Whose original songs were heard by the missing potato chips—twenty bags of which found their way into a trunk.
6) Name two opera composers written by Georges Bizet.
7) Who is the present conductor of the Boston Symphony Or-

ASCIT WEEKEND (Continued from Page 1)

The high goal was reached.

VICKMAN (Continued from Page 1)

There was never written.

ELECTIONS (Continued from Page 1)

offices for next year are: for vice-president, Bob Ryle and
Chuck Lehman; for secretary, Hill Purves and Jim Snyder;
for treasurer, Fritz Benning, Tom Bergeman and Dick John-
son; for athletic manager, John Hickey, Ernie Ophuls and Art
Takko; and for Board of Con-
trol, Howard Berg, Van Blaaselt, Ross Brown, Lynman Fretwell
and Dick Lawrence.

Candidates for class offices were nominated last Thursday at class nomination assemblies. The ASCIT election committee, under chairman Paul Concus, is in charge of the election.

LAKE FLORISTS
104 SOUTH LAKE AVENUE
FOR THE BEST IN CORSAGES
Call SY.3-6803

Open Evenings

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

We can again offer students, pleasant, congenial, remunerative out-
door work in our sales department. If accepted, we will train and
promise you $25.00 weekly while training. After the training
period, we feel confident you can equal the average earnings of
$80.00 to $125.00 weekly established by other college employees.
A personal interview will be arranged at your convenience.

WRITE
MR. JOHN ROURKE
1154 West Vernon Avenue
Los Angeles, California

FLORISTS
FOR THE BEST IN CORSAGES
Call SY.3-6803

Open Evenings

FOR THE BEST IN CORSAGES

Your College Shop
--DRESS WEAR--
SPORTSWEAR
--CAUSAL CLOTHES--

FOWLER'S
520 E. Colorado at Oakland

Men's Distinctive Fashions

"Only time will tell..."

Back but only
time will tell...

That guys a cinch
to clear 7 feet!

With legs that long, he ought
to be able to step over the bar!

How can they tell
so soon?

Giraffes

Have long legs, too,
but they can't jump!

Only time will tell
about a track and
field candidate!
And only time will tell
about a cigarette!

Take your time...

Test CAMELS
for 30 days
for Mildness
and Flavor

There must be a reason why.
Camel is America's most popular cigarette—leading all other brands by billions! Camels have the two things smokers want most—rich, full flavor and cool, cool mildness... pack after pack.

For Camel's fo 30 days and see how mild, how flavorful, how thoroughly enjoyable they are as your steady smoke!

R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company
Winston-Salem, N. C.

More People Smoke CAMELS than any other cigarette
Academic Freedom in America

by Ted Matthes

Last week Dr. Eason Monroe, Director of the American Civil Liberties Union, spoke at Caltech on "The Status of Academic Freedom in America." To many Tech students this is not a live issue since a professor's academic freedom to teach science is less vulnerable than one's freedom to teach liberal arts. Yet none of our professors has had this freedom challenged. Other colleges have not been so fortunate, however, and Dr. Monroe considers that in many the right to have academic freedom is so badly threatened that it involves an element of massochism to even consider the question.

Academic Freedom
First it is necessary to understand what the concept "academic freedom" embraces. For the teacher it means that he may think, study, and work with his students, and be responsible solely for maintaining the integrity of his profession. It is his freedom to teach without fear of losing his job, providing he meets the academic standards. For the student academic freedom is freedom to search, to be curious, and to dissent.

Academic Responsibility
But also, Dr. Monroe emphasizes, academic freedom has its counterpart in academic responsibility. Besides teaching ability and knowing his field, a teacher must not indoctrinate. Some revealing to know is that a student's responsibility is to learn, or else he doesn't deserve being a student."

Though we all probably agree with Dr. Monroe, many of us (in our more serious moods) wonder if academic freedom in this country is a sham. This is the first of a series of editorials investigating the status of academic freedom and its implications. In the next editorial we shall bring to light Dr. Monroe's conclusions and what they mean to Tech.
Golfers club
Oxy 31 to 5

The Caltech golf team scored one of the biggest upsets of the year last Friday when they dropped Oxy, 31 to 5. Not only did the golf team reverse an early season loss but they also put themselves in position for a second place finish in the Interhouse season.

Pauly Low

Medalist Pauly Low led the way with a 78 while Don Turner and Ed Dow came in with 79 and 82, respectively, as every Tech player won his match. But the lopsided score and relatively high scores are not indicative of the clutch play which enabled several of the Beavers to win their matches and thereby the team match. At one crucial point in his match, Low sank a 7-foot birdie putt to win the hole with an eagle, then on the 450-yard 18th hole with his match still ever so close he put a 325-yard two iron from the cup for a give birdie three and a win. On the 171-yard hole, Turcotte knocked in a 5 iron chip shot to win his match while on the 18th, Bruce Wilkins carried a 50 footer to win his. Davies, Potter and Loew won their match in convincing style to turn the upset into a rout.

Whittier Next

Tomorrow the Beavers face Whittier on their course. Although the Poets have the second string player in Southern California, they have yet to win a match and should not give Tech too much trouble in our fight for second place.

Swimmers lose
new record set

Last Friday a strong Pomona team swept theCaltech varsity 50-2. The Sages swept the backstroke and 100-yard freestyle events to give them an easy victory. They are now considered favorites to win the second straight year, having gone undefeated in conference dual meets all this season.

Although the fresh lost 31-47, the defeat was offset somewhat by Bill Davis' performance in the 200-yard breaststroke. He won easily in 2:45.1, which officially breaks the school record of more than five seconds. He was clocked in 1:53.2 at the 200-yard mark, which also better the school record.

Both teams travel to Pomona Thursday for the conference prelims and again Saturday for the finals.

Tyler ties Tech record

Competing on the first day of the Muir Decathlon, Jim Tyler tied the school broad jump record of 22 ft. 6 in. On his first try he hit a tremendous 22 ft. 6 in. but the official ruled that his foot was off the board. Jim is in fourth position out of the eight competing. Bill Miller of San Diego Navy is in first with about 3000 points. Dave Bob Richdale is in second and Jim Mathias is third. Tyler has 3500 points for his fourth.

Events

The first day's events and Jim's marks are as follows: 100-meter dash—11.2s; shot put—20 ft. 8 in.; high jump—5 ft. 10 in.; broad jump—22 ft. 6 in. (standing run mark); 400 meters—5:42.

Tuesday's events are the 120-yard hurdles, the discuss, the javelin, the pole vault, and the 1500 meter run.

Athlete of the week

by Whitaker

The Athlete of This Week is Tom Elmeny, Florent's pet Rhe¬

nau monkey.

Tom is also the senior to survive on the Caltech tennis squad. Although Tom won a let¬

ter in high school track, he never played high school vari¬

tennis. At Caltech, however, Tom has won a fresh tennis let¬

ter, and two varsity letters. He should get his third letter this year.

Besides playing singles, Tom was on the first doubles last year and has been on the first dou¬

tles this year with Eric Ward. He has been out Whittier and Oxy so far this year.

Tom is 5 ft. 16 in., 155 pounds, and hates all women except his mother.

CAMPUS BARBER SHOP
In Coffee Shop Bldg.—Old Dorm
PHONE EXT. 212

Richard H. Owens
Licensed Professional Engineer
SPECIAL AGENT FOR
PRUDENTIAL INSURANCE COMPANY
1. Are you in A-1 physical condition?
2. Will your work be non-hazardous?
3. Are you less than 30 years of age?
4. Has your family health history been excellent?

If so, YOU may be able to qualify for a special policy which has been dis¬
counted 50% for the first 5 years.

Return the clipping for explanation:

NAME
Date of Birth Phone
15 North Euclid Avenue, Pasadena, California

I. H. Sports

Dabney wins football

With Interhouse football over, nothing seems to stand in the way of Dabney winning its first Interhouse Trophy. This was de¬
dicated to the big games between those bitter rivals on the West, Dabney and Oxy.

Interest high

Interest was so high for the games that even Coach Petretti and the baseball team adjourned practice the day the game started out like everyone expected it to. No drastic fights broke out, but play was rough enough for Head Lineman Nor·
rice to call the boys together and calm them down. Casualties-laden Dabney made a good fight of it until they gave out at the end of the game. At the half the score was 157 Dabney. The Dabes finally pulled it out of the fire with two “quickies” in the last quarter.

Results:

Dabney 18, Oxy 0
Dabney 27, Fleming 7
Dabney 15, Oxy 0

Volleyball

Interest ran high in the other games, as they were all close and the play fast and exciting. The Interhouse season, closes with volleyball, but the 16-point lead of Dabney is insurmountable and the play will be for honor alone.

J. Paul Shedd

Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil

Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

NEED RELAXATION

WHEN YOU ARE HUNGRY WHEN YOU ARE THIRSTY OR WHEN YOU NEED RELAXATION IT'S THE

SKIP INN
Beer - Plate Lunches 1352 E. WALTUR Open Till 2 A.M.
Continuing "The Sorb Story" from two weeks ago, the big ARC, SORB assembly on Friday the 13th (Feb. 13, 1948) to save the Sorba of Lasunia (locally known as Lasuta) was a great success, and the whole student body set to collecting (at local junk yards, second-hand clothing stores, and Pop Boys) crazy costumes for the big dance the following Saturday, with its official costume judging contest presided over by music director (†) Jim Hawthorne.

Stridently Bad Taste

The picture to the right is typical of those run in the Tech at this time (without the poison spots) to give an idea of the typical Sorba outfit and also to play up the dance in an unprecedented manner. But the Tech went a little too far overall in the final writing of the story just preceding the dance and the day before the dance. These flash features, feature stories about starving Lasunians in the fields of Gorita, and many convincing photographs, a writer tech got confused and thought what the most Techmen considered a very "readable" story, but which the faculty underestimates was "STRIDENTLY bad taste."

Editor's Desk

According to an article in the following issue, the Tech editor immediately resigned, followed by the whole editorial staff, and all loose copies of that issue of the Tech were immediately picked up and burned. Of course the Board of Directors refused to accept the resignation, and the usual event had slightly more serious effects on the writer when used a few years later in one of the most blackmailing situations in student body election (no names mentioned here).

Miss Jockdorf

Of course, the Sorb Dance itself was a great success, with the first place "Michael the Great of 1890," going to a girl "every little eye is on," in which the bathing suit made dozens of the modern French versions. Farmers were never in doubt after 2:45.

"LASUTIA IS THE PROUD POSSESSOR of a mighty military machine, although its intelligent generals are by nature inclined toward only peaceful activities. The cultured military organization has as its chief of staff, a highly educated gentleman of the prickly-cactus, Field Marshal Kasimir Bierbagere, seen above, left.

The UNIVERSITY of JOCKDORF, world famous center of learning, is noted for its many renowned scientists, among which one of the most outstanding is Rasmus T. Pasmoquoddy, President, who directed the air-ricochets to the SAF cooperative group buying club.

One guest is Bill Stroppe, who drove the new Curtis Sports Car in the Palm Springs Road Race last year and placed second in the AAA Championship. He won the Indian-Pace at Carrell Speedway two months ago and won against all cars in his class. He drove the same car in the Palm Springs Road Race, and was showing well against the 4.1 Ferrari until mechanical difficulties forced him from the race. The Curtis Sports Car will be on display Thursday in front of the Coffee Shop.

Clay Smith, another guest, is well-known in American racing. Last year he was voted Mechanic of the Year in Indianapolis. Another guest will be Troy Rutmann. He won the Indianapolis Race last year and placed second in the AAA Champion ship.

De Prima gives true math clues at SAF tonight

Two racing drivers, Bill Stroppe and Troy Rutmann, will be guests tonight at the regular S.A.F. meeting. It will start at 7:30 in 206 Engineering. This meeting will also feature motion picture of last year’s Point Loma American Road Race.

One guest is Bill Stroppe, who is a well-known mechanic. He drove the new Curtis Sports Car at Carroll Speedway two months ago and won against all cars in his class. He drove the same car in the Palm Springs Road Race, and was showing well against the 4.1 Ferrari until mechanical difficulties forced him from the race. The Curtis Sports Car will be on display Thursday in front of the Coffee Shop.

Spray Mosh, another guest, is well-known in American racing. Last year he was voted Mechanic of the Year in Indianapolis.

Crosby is prexy of Tau Beta Pi

Last week in an election, Jim Crosby was elected president of Tau Beta Pi Caltech snicker-society, for the coming year. Lying in his desk he picked up and burned. Of course the Board of Directors refused to accept the resignation, and the usual event had slightly more serious effects on the writer when used a few years later in one of the most blackmailing situations in student body election (no names mentioned here).

FROSH NINE

(Continued from Page 3)

Poets committed one rather large one.

No-Ritter

Ray Weymann hung up his most imposing victory of the year, allowing Wiltner no hits, although he struck out none.

Challenger was 215, the results were never in doubt after 2:45. By 3 o’clock about half the town had picked up their women and lost the rest of the weekend at the ball game. Sports cars were never in doubt after 2:45. But the Tech were immediately picked up and burned. Of course the Board of Directors refused to accept the resignation, and the usual event had slightly more serious effects on the writer when used a few years later in one of the most blackmailing situations in student body election (no names mentioned here).

By 3 o’clock about half the town had picked up their women and lost the rest of the weekend at the ball game. Sports cars were never in doubt after 2:45. But the Tech were immediately picked up and burned. Of course the Board of Directors refused to accept the resignation, and the usual event had slightly more serious effects on the writer when used a few years later in one of the most blackmailing situations in student body election (no names mentioned here).

No Shalom

Wiltner did not show up to play the game. The explanation seems to be that the Poets had played the day before and, having only one pitcher, they chickened out of their game with the league-leading Beavers.

Yegod!

"For goodness sake, use both hands!" shrilled the cooed in the seat.

"I can’t," said her escort, "I have to sleep with him.
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Without myDr. P. Pasmoquoddy, President, who directed the air-ricochets to the SAF cooperative group buying club.